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Location of Daw Lar Lake and Kaw 
Ku Seasonal Island

Daw Lar Lake is seasonally river

complex on the western bank of the Salween River 

Hpa Ann township, Karen state .

Daw Lar Lake is home to around eight

Mi Kayin

MoteKadi Kan Gyi Kan Kalay Ke Dauk

The 

the Salween River 



Local Value of the Lake

• For local people, the “value” of the lake is not 
measured solely by the economic productivity 
of the lake but is grounded in a holistic set of 
practices embracing religious, cultural, 
economic, and customary legal systems which 
are interconnected with the rich biodiversity 
of the lake’s watershed.



Biodiversity in Daw Lar Lake Area

• Daw Lar lake is the largest freshwater lake in 
Karen State, and its unique watershed provides 
a natural habitat for a diversity of plants, fish, 
birds, turtles, and other types of flora and 
fauna. 

• Local people have identified more than thirty 
species of fish and at least fifty species of bird in 
the lake’s watershed, alongside wild cats, 
oysters, lobsters, and Burmese pythons, among 
many others.



Biodiversity in Daw Lar Lake Area



The Lake and Local Livelihoods
• Daw Lar Lake is fed by the natural, 

seasonal flows of the Salween 
River and the monsoon rains. 

• During the rainy season the 
Salween’s flow increases, and 
more water flows into the lake 
which expands and floods across 
the farms of the five villages. 

• As the lake expands farmlands 
become fishing grounds. Water 
flows out of the lake during the 
dry season and steadily reduces in 
size allowing people to plant 
seasonal crops, graze livestock and 
gather vegetables and firewood. 

• Local farmers’ main cash crop is 
rice.



The Lake and Local Livelihoods



Issue/ Threats and Challenges the Daw
Lar Lake

• The Daw Lar Lake communities face multiple
threats to their land, water, and natural resources
from extractive industries, agribusiness
plantations, land and water grabs, and large
hydropower dam projects on Salween River.

• Government try to occupied power to the Daw
Lar Lake Area.

• Multi purpose infrastructure Development 
project from Government.





Land and Water grabs

• A clear example of land and water grabs is a 2013 plan 
by the Karen State government, to sell Daw Lar lake to 
businesses interested in transforming the lake into a 
private fishing ground.

• Communities were not included in the decision-making 
process, and learned of the plan from a letter sent to 
Kan Kalay village by the Fishery Department. Although 
villagers were able to mobilize on time and successfully 
call for a halt to the plan via a public signature 
campaign, thus preventing the lake from becoming 
commercial private property, it remains the fact that 
community members were excluded from the decision 
making process from the outset.



Aim of Community Base Water 
Governance

- A community learning process to strengthen local  

management and governance of water resources.

- Represents an opportunity to strengthen 

communities’ capacity to implement their own 

vision of the governance and management of 

natural resources.

- to strengthen their own capacity to govern, 

conserve, and fight for their rights ( Govern, 

Conserve and Claim the rights)



Learning Process or Research Method 

• Participatory and Community Action Research 

• KESAN developed (Guideline and Tools)



Participatory and Community Action Research

• Documenting 

 community information

 Natural resources 

 community management practices, rules and 
regulations (analyze and Keep or change?)

 Internal and External conflict ( resolution) 



Guideline and Tools

• Historical Timeline

• Resource use, sharing and governance and 

management guide 

• Resource Mapping

• Resource Valuation 

• Seasonal Calendar

• Vann Diagramming



Strengthening Community Governance 
for Lake Conservation

• Based on their vision for community based lake conservation, and 
guided by the results of the mapping and resource documentation 
processes, Daw Lar Lake’s communities and the Interim Committee 
have developed a community management plan and a supporting 
set of rules and regulations. 

• The next phase in the CBWG process is the institutionalization of 
these.

• Institutionalizing the Community Management Plan will require the 
formation of a formal Daw Lar Lake Committee to replace the 
current Interim Committee, and the creation of sub-committees 
that can guide the implementation of the CBWG process. 

• This will play a key role in strengthening community governance of 
the Daw Lar Lake area.

• KESAN take facilitation Role and organizing for capacity building as 
training and workshop and Mobilizing  and Advocacy with 
communities.







Approach to State Government

• Invite to workshop and community forum and 
request legal register.

• Coordinating and  meeting with state 
Governments department especially fishery 
department. 





Recommendations for New 
Government 

• Prioritize Peace, Conflict and political settlement

• Prioritize trans-boundary river management 
(Myanmar, China and Thailand)



• Moratorium (Mega projects)

• Review existing hydropower projects for their 
effectiveness

• Prioritize off-grid, mini hydropower, solar and 
other energy alternatives

• Proper geology assessment

• Conflict Impact Assessment in addition to ESIA

• Transparency and accountability

• Recognize different stakeholders and allow them 
to participate in decision making process

• Policy and law reform 



Thank You!

For more information about KESAN, please 

visit our website


